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That Gypsy Rag.

Lyrics by
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Allegro moderato.

Piano:

Years ago the gypsy
old times gypsy-wise made their

home.

Wore upon the stars and moon,
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Now they sing tunes of the day,
But it's different now-a-days.

These rag songs that make you sway,
They all camp in saloons.

Listen man, I think I hear it
Once again, I think I hear it.

Refrain
Play me that gypsy rag.
Sometime You'll Remember. Works by RAYMOND WALLACE. Music by MAURICE L. HEAB.

Refrain. a tempo, smoothly.

Some-time you'll re-mem-ber, Tho' the skies are blue,

Some-once end-ly pre-sing all the time for you;

Some-where we shall meet, dear, When the years have flown,
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